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Abstract 
The new emerging networking paradigm of Software Defined Networks, a solution 
that separates the network control plane from the data forwarding plane, has been the 
main focus of recently research works. Nevertheless, Traffic Engineering is an important 
problem to optimize the network performance, especially for a centralized controlled 
network such as the SDN, by dynamically analyzing, predicting, and regulating the 
behavior of data transmitted over that network. Therefore, a first version of a new TE 
management tool called TECS-SENNA - Traffic Engineering Control System for 
SDN/OpenFlow Networks - is being developed. The connection of TEs with the tool 
provides a dynamically and globally optimized network resource allocation in such a way 
that the overall performance can be improved, including throughput, latency, stability, and 
load balancing, while satisfying the per-flow QoS requirements. 
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Resum 
El nou paradigma de xarxes emergent anomenat Software Defined Networks, una 
solució que separa el pla de control del pla d’enviament de dades, ha estat l’únic focus 
principal de les recerques recentment. Però l’enginyeria de trànsit és un problema 
important per tal d’optimitzar el rendiment de la xarxa, especialment per xarxes 
centralitzades i controlades com les xarxes SDN, analitzant, fent prediccions i regulant 
dinàmicament el comportament de les dades transmeses a través de la xarxa. Per això, 
en aquest projecte s’ha construït una primera versió d’una nova eina de gestió 
d’enginyeria de trànsit anomenada TECS-SENNA – Traffic Engineering Control System 
for SDN/OpenFlow Networks. La connexió de l’enginyeria de trànsit amb l’eina 
proporciona una optimització de l’assignació de recursos de xarxa de manera global i 
dinàmica per tal que el rendiment pugui ser millorat, incloent la cadència, la latència, 
l’estabilitat i l’equilibri de càrrega i satisfent els requisits per flux de qualitat de servei. 
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Resumen 
El nuevo paradigma de redes emergente llamado Software Defined Networks, 
una solución que separa el plano de control del plano de envío de datos, ha sido el único 
foco principal de las recientes investigaciones. Sin embargo, la ingeniería de tráfico es un 
problema importante para optimizar el rendimiento de la red, especialmente para redes 
centralizadas y controladas como las redes SDN, analizando, prediciendo y regulando 
dinámicamente el comportamiento de los datos transmitidos a través de la red. Por eso, 
en este proyecto se ha construido una primera versión de una nueva herramienta de 
gestión de ingeniería de trafico llamada TECS-SENNA – Traffic Engineering Control 
System for SDN/OpenFlow Networkds. La conexión de ingeniería de tráfico con la 
herramienta proporciona una optimización de la asignación de recursos de red de 
manera global y dinámica, para que el rendimiento pueda ser mejorado, incluyendo la 
candencia, la latencia, la estabilidad y el equilibrio de carga, y satisfaciendo los requisitos 
por flujo de la cualidad de servicio.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Statement of purpose 
 
The objective of this project is to develop a new Traffic Engineering management 
tool called TECS-SENNA with the intent of achieving efficient and practical network 
management for the Software Defined Networks. The tool aims to improve the overall 
performance including throughput, latency, stability, and load balancing. This ensures 
both strengthening of the networks by exploiting the global status and centralized control, 
and more efficient large-scale facilitation of new service deployments. 
 
1.2. Requirements and Specifications 
 
This project is developed using SDN settings as Mininet[1], a network emulator 
that creates virtual hosts, switches, controllers and links (see Appendix A). The software 
used for Mininet hosts is standard Linux and switches support OpenFlow[2] for highly 
flexible custom routing (see Appendix B). Mininet includes a CLI that is both topology-
aware and OpenFlow-aware, for debugging or running network-wide tests and also 
supports arbitrary custom topologies. It provides a straightforward and extensible Python 
API for network creation and experimentation, therefore the development of the tool is 
coded exclusively in Python. 
 
1.3. Methods, procedures and incidences 
 
The project is carried out at the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department 
at the Georgia Institute of Technology. This project is developed in the Broadband 
Wireless Networking lab under the supervision of Professor Ian Akyildiz. The 
development of the tool discussed in this report is performed as a continuation of a larger 
project initiated in December 2013, composed of research contributions of various topics 
previously made by other researchers in this lab. These contributions include an 
experimental study of routing algorithms in SDN and a performance evaluation of 
Network Virtualization Solutions in SDN. None of the algorithms had been previously 
tested before the implementation of this tool, leading to the occurrence of some errors. 
Thus, the algorithms have been improved by the author, requiring the expenditure of time 
that was initially devoted to solving other issues. Nevertheless, the state of progress on 
the tool’s development is as expected, December 2016. 
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1.4. Gantt Diagram 
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2. State of the art 
2.1. Software Defined Networking 
 
Software Defined networking (SDN) is an emerging paradigm that decouples the 
network control plane from the data forwarding plan, enabling network control to become 
directly programmable and the underlying infrastructure to be abstracted from 
applications and network services. SDN is an architecture purporting to be dynamic, 
manageable, cost-effective, and adaptable, seeking to be suitable for the high-bandwidth, 
dynamic nature of today's applications. SDN promises to dramatically simplify the 
network management, reduce operating costs, and promote innovation and evolution by 
two basic concepts: the control place – where the SDN controller resides -, and the data 
plane – including OpenFlow switches, routers and other infrastructure elements. The 
control plane globally regulates the network states via network policies in either a 
centralized or distributed manner while in the data plane data packets are forwarded by 
following network policy rules such as forwarding flow tables that are programmed into 
OpenFlow switches through OpenFlow protocols. Using these key concepts, SDN 
provides a powerful control platform with a unified and global view of complex networks 
for the network management with traffic flow. 
 
Figure 1: SDN Architecture 
 
It is impossible with traditional networks to address the telecommunication 
requirements that the world is facing. The new services that have emerged in these past 
years are taking traditional networks to its limits. The limitations that today’s networks 
include are complexity, inconsistent policies, no scalability, and vendor dependency. 
Network protocols have been improved to achieve more efficiency and security but every 
protocol is focused on a specific problem and there is no benefit of a joint action. To 
implement policies that include the whole network, the administrators must configure 
thousand of mechanisms and devices and the network grows in complexity with the 
addition of every device that must be configured and managed. Some of the new 
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requirements that new networks must accomplish are heterogeneity in traffic patterns, 
considerable workload decrease of network administrations, increase of the cloud 
services and bandwidth, and management of big data. 
The main advantages that SDN provides, with the potential to make a revolution in 
the network world and giving a flexible way to control networks, is to offer programmable 
centralized networks, to reduce the capital expenditures – reutilizing the existent 
hardware –, to reduce the Operating expenses, to add agility and flexibility and to also 
promote innovation. 
However, SDN is facing some security related challenges. Security is a crucial 
aspect for networks, even more in SDN, as it is important to protect the availability, 
integrity and privacy of the information that it carries. Security in Software Defined 
Networks must be easy to implement due to the dynamism of the network. The elements 
that need to be protected or the actions to be carried out are to secure and protect the 
controller - since it is the control and decision center of the network -, to have privacy and 
integrity - so it is necessary to authenticate-, to build a robust policy framework – as it is 
necessary to make sure that the controller is acting the way it is supposed to act -, and to 
do forensic analysis of the network to be able to determine, in case of attack, who did it, 
report it and protect it in the future. 
In short, Software Defined Networking provides a new architecture based on a 
dynamic network that transforms the traditional backbones into service distribution 
platforms. The unique features of SDN require new traffic engineering techniques that 
exploit the global network view, status and flow patterns/characteristics available for 
better traffic control and management. 
 
2.2. Traffic Engineering in SDN 
 
Traffic Engineering is an important mechanism to optimize the performance of a 
data network by dynamically analyzing, predicting, and regulating the behavior of the 
transmitted data. It has been widely exploited in the past and current data networks, such 
as ATM networks and IP/MPLS networks. However, these past and current networking 
paradigms and their corresponding TE solutions are unfavorable for the next generation 
networking paradigms and their network management due to two main reasons. First, 
today’s Internet applications require the underlying network architecture to react in real 
time and to be scalable for a large amount of traffic. The architecture should be able to 
classify a variety of traffic types from different applications, and to provide a suitable and 
specific service for each traffic type in a very short time period. Secondly, facing the rapid 
growth in cloud computing, and thus, the demand of massive-scale data centers, a fitting 
network management should be able to improve resources utilization for better system 
performance. Thus, new networking architectures and more intelligent and efficient TE 
tools are urgently needed. 
The recently emerged Software Defined Networking paradigm separate the 
network control plane form the data forwarding plane, and provides user applications with 
a centralized view of the distributed network states. It includes three layers and 
interactions between layers. The details of the SDN architecture overview are explained 
as follows: There may be a more than one SDN controller if the network is large-scale or 
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a wide-area region network. The control layer globally regulates the network states via 
network policies in either a centralized or distributed manner. Due to the unrestricted 
access to global network elements and resources, such network policies can be updated 
timely to react to the current flow activities. Furthermore, SDN applications exist in the 
application layer of the SDN architecture. A set of application programming interfaces are 
supported to communicate between the application layer and the control layer in order to 
enable common network services, such as routing, traffic engineering, multicasting, 
security, access control, bandwidth management, quality of service, energy usage, and 
many other forms of the network management. In other words, there interfaces facilitate 
various business objectives in the network management. On the other hand, the data 
forwarding layer can employ programmable OpenFlow switches through OpenFlow 
controllers, and the switches communicate with the controller via South-bound APIs. The 
OF protocol provides access to the forwarding plane of the network switch over the 
network and enables software programs running on OF switches to perform packet 
lookups and forwarding the packets among the network of switches or routers. There 
programmable switches follow the policies of the SDN/OF controller and forward packets 
accordingly in order to determine what path the packets will take through the network or 
switches or routers. In short, through the interactions among these layers, the SDN 
paradigm allows a unified and global view of complicated networks, and thus provides a 
powerful control platform for the network management over traffic flows. In the literature, 
most of the work so far is focused on developing the SDN architecture and with less effort 
on developing TE tools for SDN. While current TE mechanisms are extensively studied in 
ATM networks, IP-based and MPLS-based Internet, it is still unclear how these 
techniques perform under various traffic patterns, and how to obtain the enormous traffic 
and resource information efficiently in the entire network when the SDN is deployed. On 
the other hand, SDN promises to dramatically simplify the network management, reduce 
operating costs, and promote innovations and evolution in current and future networks.  
SDN is a fast evolving research area in data networking with open research 
issues. For availability and scalability issues, SDN-TE system should manage data flow 
efficiently at both the control plane and the data plane with tradeoffs between latency and 
load-balance. For reliability issues, in the data plane, fast failure recovery mechanisms 
should be implemented with low-overhead communications between the controller and 
the switches. In the control plane, the fault tolerance mechanisms must consider a single 
point failure and should define an optimal number of controllers and the best location of 
the controllers for the primary control and the backup controller with a tradeoff between 
reliability and latencies of a variety of traffic patterns in the entire network. For 
consistency issues, the SDN controller efficiently updates the network with consistency in 
real-time and safety without packet drops, and with low synchronization overhead. Thus, 
SDN’s effectiveness and great potential for next generation data networking come with 
many new technical challenges. 
 
2.3. TECS Tool 
 
The urgent need for an intelligent and efficient TE tool at this stage has let the 
BWN lab to the decision to develop a new TE management tool called TECS-SENNA, a 
traffic engineering control system for SDN/OpenFlow networks. There are four main 
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components of TECS-SENNA namely OpenFlow interface, performance evaluation, 
network policy management and network control update with an objective to realize an 
efficient and practical network management, as shown in Figure 2. Thus, the connection 
of TEs in TECS-SENNA provides a dynamically and globally optimized network resource 
allocation in such a way that the overall performance can be improved, including 
throughput, latency, stability and load balancing, while satisfying the per-flow QoS 
requirements. Moreover, the network resilience is more strengthened by exploiting the 
global status and centralized control, and the new service deployment is more facilitated 
in large scale and within a short time. 
 
 
Figure 2: Tool Overview 
 
2.3.1. OpenFlow Interface 
 
The TECS-SENNA project is focused on providing a transparent interface for the 
management unit towards the OpenFlow network. The main issue is to analyze the 
controller scalability for feasible architecture planning as the following details: First, based 
on the network topology, the traffic flow statistics, application QoS requirements, and the 
peak flow initiation rate, a completed capacity analysis of the controller is evaluated in 
terms of the throughput and latency. Second, based on the capacity analysis, a further 
comparison of centralized and distributed architectures for SDN controllers is examined 
with respect to the number of, the placement of, and the control domain of the controllers. 
It includes signaling overhead characterization and reduction for each possible 
architecture. Third, the optimal number and location of SDN controllers are determined 
for the distributed case. In particular, the requirements of network state synchronization 
among multiple controllers are defined, and the consistency performance is also 
evaluated accordingly. 
To solve the addressed scalability issues, the facility location is deployed with the 
optimal number of controller(s) and switches depending on the network flow scale. First, 
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the network structure perspective of OpenFlow interface is operated via the facility 
location planning. The OpenFlow channels may be a separate dedicated network, or it 
may use the network managed by the OpenFlow switch (in-band controller connection). 
Hence, the planar location planning is employed for the separate network case for its 
one-hop centralized connection, and the network location planning for the in-band 
controller with possibly multi-hop signaling transmissions. Next, the flow perspective is 
operated over the designated location planning of OpenFlow controller(s). The network 
throughput and transmission latency are addressed for different location planning with 
respect to different types of applications. The scalability of OpenFlow channels is well 
analyzed with the proposed optimal architecture planning for OpenFlow Interface. 
 
2.3.2. Traffic Measurements and Performance Evaluation 
 
Utilizing the OpenFlow interface, the network state information and traffic statistics 
are acquired to initiate traffic modeling and performance analysis, in terms of delay, 
stability, capacity, and reliability. Given a topology and peak flow imitation rate, the 
demanded information for each node in the network is determined and the updated 
frequency of such information to the controller is also decided. Machine learning 
techniques are utilized here to dynamically minimize communication overhead of state 
information. That is, by identifying data fusion opportunities, the information of network 
states and traffic statistics required by the controller are reduced for the overhead 
minimization. Moreover, based on the collected traffic characteristics, the proper traffic 
models are identified or developed to characterize the inherent correlation structures for 
the elastic traffic, such as QoS sensitive video, audio, and data center traffic, and the 
inelastic traffic, e.g. delay insensitive email, file transfer, and HTTP traffic. Thus, the 
structural/behavioral traffic models will be developed to match the collected traffic 
statistics of the active flows and thus characterize the traffic patterns in order to accurate 
performance evaluation and predication. 
 
2.3.3. Network Policy Management 
 
Based on traffic analysis, operator policies, and Quality of Service requirements, 
the network parameters are optimized by the following adaptive network policy 
management framework, which include dynamic switch slicing, traffic-aware virtual 
scheduling, load-balanced and mobility-aware routing to achieve load balancing, 
admission and congestion control, and failure recovery. 
Dynamic switch slicing: Current computer networks deliver a wide range of 
applications, which generate different traffic flows. Because of the significantly distinct 
traffic properties of different applications, a single QoS provisioning scheme, such as 
scheduling algorithm, is difficult to simultaneously satisfy the diverse QoS requirements of 
all applications. The objective of optimal dynamic switch slicing is to adaptively allocate 
network resources, e.g., bandwidth, to the existing virtual switches in such a way that 
each virtual switch can achieve the throughput that satisfies the service demands of its 
users. Thus, the joint admission control and switch slicing solutions can be developed to 
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allow maximum number of flows to be admitted while satisfying their respective rate 
requirements. 
Traffic-aware virtual scheduling: Through dynamic switch slicing, network 
resources are optimally distributed among virtual switches according to application 
demands. The objective of traffic-aware virtual scheduling is to distribute network 
resource of a virtual RAP among its flows based on the statistical traffic properties of its 
associated applications to provide predefined levels of QoS guarantees to each flow 
while maximizing the overall throughput of the virtual switch. Each virtual switch may 
need to operate under a different scheduling algorithm to achieve the throughput-optimal 
QoS provisioning since virtual switches can serve different types of applications. The 
network applications are classified into two categories: light-tailed applications for 
voice/audio traffic, and heavy-tailed applications for video streams. Thus, the maximum-
weight scheduling algorithm based on the classifications of network applications will be 
developed in order to achieve an effective throughput-optimal scheduling, especially 
focus on the heavy tailed traffic.      
Load-balanced and mobility-aware routing: Since mobile Internet, multimedia, and 
cloud applications are dominating computer networks, a number of traffic flows need to 
be re-routed simultaneously when a number of mobile users experience handovers 
across radio access points which are connected to different switches. Such frequent 
handovers can lead to traffic congestions. The key objectives for load-balanced and 
mobility-aware routing are to achieve per-flow QoS guarantees, seamless mobility and 
network-wide performance guarantees. Moreover, to guarantee seamless mobility, a 
proactive routing approach using mobility prediction of mobile users will be proposed, so 
that new routes are computed even before the users arrive at a RAP connected to a new 
switch in such a way that the network utilization is maximized while satisfying the QoS 
requirements. 
 
2.3.4. Network Control Update 
 
Utilizing the parameters set by network policy management, the updates to flow 
information are determined, which includes flow definition, topology update, routing, and 
resource allocation. Such updates rely on the following control message dissemination. 
Network control dissemination: According to the network state and traffic estimation, the 
new scheme is developed to determine three events: the time periods of new flow 
definitions to be proactively installed at nodes, the frequency of flow redefinition, and the 
flow table aggregation. It achieves network stability by filtering the transient conditions. 
The reliability and efficiency of our designs are also enhanced as illustrated in the 
following. By developing the controller discovery schemes for OpenFlow switches in the 
presence of controller failure, the control plane robustness is ensured. Also, with the aid 
of performance convergence analysis of the control plane in the presence of the link or 
switch failures of the control network, the necessaries of the deploying out-of-band or 
dedicated control networks are determined. In addition, our designs allow adaptive 
control policies that cope with network performance dynamics, thus provide great 
efficiency in SDN. 
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3. Tool Components and Graphical User Interface  
For this project, a control framework to not only allow the network to be software 
defined but also self-adaptive, allowing dynamic reconfiguration with minimum human 
intervention has been built. 
3.1. Graphical User Interface 
 
The Graphical User Interface, or OF Interface, is a GUI setup entirely built in 
Python using the TkInter library, Python's de-facto standard GUI package. The OF 
interface allows the user to choose between the different modules explained above to 
utilize and test the tool’s functionalities. 
 
 
Figure 3: Front Panel 
 
Choosing the different options listed at the left side of Figure 3, we can switch 
between the different modules, which will be explained in more detail below. The Network 
Control Update module allows the user to utilize three functionalities, of which only the 
first two are implemented: Topology Update, Flow Routing and Resource Allocation, as 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Network Control Update 
 
 
Figure 5: Network Policy Management 
 
The Network Policy Management module allows the user to utilize four 
functionalities, of which only the first two are implemented: Congestion Control, Load 
balancing, Admission Control and Failure Recovery. The last of the modules, called 
Performance Evaluation, is not required for the tool for now. 
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3.2. Congestion Control 
 
Link scheduling is a critical and challenging resource allocation mechanism in 
general queuing networks, particularly for single-hop traffic flows.  This type of system 
characterizes a network where the traffic of each flow is buttered in a dedicated single-
server queue, eventually gets served, and exits the system. Queue backlog-based 
policies have been shown to achieve excellent performance throughout, although they 
suffer a substantial packet delay due to the waiting time caused by buildup of large queue 
backlogs. Moreover, they also lose the throughput optimality when dealing with certain 
flows that only have a finite number of packets to transmit and cannot bring enough 
queue backlog weight. Delay-based MaxWeight scheduling (DMWS) policies have been 
studied as an alternative solution that utilizes the Head-of-Line (HoL) packet waiting time 
as link weight instead of queue backlog. The schedulers give a higher serving priority to 
the links with a large weight as before, but the weight of a link now increases with time 
until the link gets served, thus intuitively evading or even solving substantial delay 
problems. However, above excellent studies focused on the conventional light-tailed 
traffic (LT) as Markovian or Poisson traffic, the throughput performance of the DMWS 
policy in the presence of heavy-tailed traffic (HT) has not yet been fully understood. 
The motivation to study networks with HT traffic emerges from the observation in 
the current data-oriented communication and computer networks such as WLAN and 
Ethernet. Traffic in these networks exhibit high bursts and strong correlations as well as 
static similarity over different timescales.  Such high-burst nature can induce significant 
performance degradations. For the TECS tool, the impact of the single-hop hybrid HT and 
LT traffic on throughput performance of the DMWS policy has been studied. A new 
Delay-Based Maximum Power-Weight Scheduling (DMPWS) algorithm is proposed.  
The Maximum Weight Matching (MWM) algorithms provide 100% throughput for 
input queued switching in the presence of light tailed (LT) data traffic but perform poorly 
in the presence of heavy tailed (HT) data traffic. The main reason for this poor 
performance is that MWM algorithms schedule the queue with the maximum queue 
length and that in the presence of hybrid traffic MWM tends to schedule queues with HT 
data traffic as their queue length will always be higher than queue length with LT data 
traffic. So, the existing Delay-Based Maximum Weight scheduling policy does not provide 
the network stability nor bounded delay moment under hybrid traffic, since LT traffic 
cannot receive any service when competes with HT traffic.  
The Delay-Based Maximum Power-Weight Scheduling (DMPWS) provides 
optimal throughput and stable delay by giving higher priorities, as larger power weight, to 
LT traffic. The DMPWS policy guarantees the serving opportunity of LT when competing 
with HT traffic. It brings the bounded queue backlog and HoL packet delay as well as the 
system stability. 
3.2.1. System Model 
 
A queuing network topology is considered with the assumption that time is slotted 
with a unit slot length and that arrivals occur at the end of each time slot. The model 
involves single-hop traffic flows. Each flow is buffered in a dedicated queue and the 
service discipline within each queue is assumed to be first-come, first-served (FCFS). It is 
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assumed that the set of traffic flows can be identified with the set of links and the set of 
queues of the network via some traffic classification techniques. Each arrival process 
takes values in the set of nonnegative integers, and is independent and identically 
distributed over time. Furthermore, the arrival processes associated with different traffic 
flows are mutually independent. For simplicity, it is assumed that all packets have the 
same size and that the transmission rate along any link is equal to one packet per time 
slot.  
3.2.2. Delay-Based Maximum Power Weight Scheduling (DMPWS) Policy 
 
The system will be given priority to LT, setting a different power-weight of a flow 
depending on if it is LT or HT so that the scheduler can provide equal services between 
them. The weighting for the LT traffic will be higher. The reason for this setting comes 
from the fact that the queue delay is one order heavier than the income traffic flow under 
FCFS assumption. The power-weight of a feasible scheduler is the sum of the HoL 
packet delay Wf (t) up to αf order, and the DMPWS policy activates the scheduler that has 
maximum power-weight at any given time slot. The schedulers that do not have 
maximum power-weight receive no service. So that the scheduling vector S(t) satisfies: 
 
S(t)   arg max {         
     }      (1) 
 
The power-weight of flow f   F is set as follows: 
 
αf  =  
                     
                             
                (2) 
 
Where    is an arbitrary constant larger than 2,       is the arrival flow and K(·) is 
the tail coefficient defined by: 
 
K (Af (t))               
                 (3) 
 
 
3.2.3. Algorithm Implementation 
 
A POX SDN controller[3] is used to implement the scheduler, acting like a switch 
(see Appendix C). The scheduler does not install any flow in the switch which makes sure 
that each packet goes to the scheduler. It is assign to the queues of HT flows and LT 
flows with weight 0.5 and 2, respectively. Under these settings, the DMPWS policy can 
guarantee that LT traffic flows have bounded average queue backlogs and delay, as 
proven in [4]. 
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Figure 6: Congestion Control Topology 
 
The topology underneath the code is shown in Figure 6. For the simulation, host 1 
(H1) and host 2 (H2) send HT traffic to host 4 (H4) while host 3 (H3) sends LT traffic to 
H4. All the flows are first send to the OF switch (S1) and from there to the POX controller 
(C0). Ping is being used to send the traffic, with a variation of the size of the packet for 
HT traffic, which results in fragmented packets. Fragmented packets are scheduled one 
after another without computing again the weight of the queues, so fragmented packets 
have priority over maximum power-weight queues. The ping reply from H4 is directly 
forwarded to the respective host without queuing. The results for the simulation can be 
found at chapter four. 
The implementation uses two main codes, one for the topology and the other one 
for the controller. The topology code works as follows: First of all, a Mininet empty 
network is created. Once it is done, the remote controller, the hosts, the OF switch and 
the links between them are added to the network. Then, the network is started and it runs 
a CLI, as shown at the pseudo-code above. For the simulation, traffic is simulated within 
the code, as further explained at chapter four. The DMPWS code works as follows: When 
a packet arrives at the controller it is detected by the _handle_packetIn function of POX 
and it decides the queue it needs to be sent based on the input port and the destination 
of that packet. In case the destination of the packet is not H4, it is sent again to the switch 
to forward it to the destination immediately. Meanwhile, the scheduler checks for 
fragmented packets to send next. If there are no fragmented packets it computes the 
weight for the different queues and forwards the first packet of the queue with the bigger 
weight, creating a new packet_out. Both functions run at the same time using threads. 
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Pseudo code for MyTopo.py 
     
    net = Mininet() #Creation of a net 
    net.addController(RemoteController) #Function to add a controller to the net 
    h1 = net.addHost() #Function to add hosts to the net 
    h2 = net.addHost() 
    … #Same for h3 and h4 
    s1 = net.addSwitch( 's1' ) #Function to add a switch to the net 
    net.addLink( h1, s1 ) #Function to create a link between h1 and s1 
    net.addLink( h2, s1 ) 
    … #Same for h3 and h4 
    net.start() #Starts the topology 
    CLI( net ) #Prompts a CLI 
    net.stop() #Stops the net when “exit” is typed 
 
 
Pseudo code for DMPWS.py 
 
  def act_like_switch (packet, input_port): 
      if input_port == 1 and dest == h4: 
              q1.put(packet)  #Add packet to input queue 
       elif  input_port == 2  and dest == h4: 
              q2.put (packet) 
      elif (input_port == 3 and dest == h4: 
              q3.put(packet) 
      else: 
             resend_packet(packet)  #Send a packet without adding it in any queue 
 
  def scheduler(): 
      if packet_fragmented :  #Priority for fragmented packets 
        send rest of the packet 
      else: 
            #Compute S(t) in Eq.(1) to find the queue with the higher weight  
            pckt = queue.pop() 
            resend_packet(pckt,4) 
             
 
The code is then implemented in the TECS tool. The interface allows the user to 
choose the desired weight for HT and LT traffic, and then it gives the options to start the 
topology and start the controller. In order to run both things, two instances of the tool 
have to be used, as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Congestion Control GUI 
 
By clicking both buttons, the code calls a CLI command to start running both the 
Controller (DMPWS.py) code and the Topology (MyTopo.py) code, respectively as 
follows: 
call(["pox.py", "log.level", "--DEBUG","misc.DMPWS", a_l, a_h]) 
call(["sudo", "python", "MyTopo.py" ]) 
 
In order to pass by command line the chosen values for both weights (a_l, a_h) 
the POX code provided in Mininet needs to be changed. The POX library is large, but the 
program calls for file pox/pox/boot.py. The code allows passing arguments and looks for 
modules, and since neither a_l nor a_h are names for modules, it raises an error. To 
avoid that it is necessary to change the original code by adding some code between lines 
500 and 501. Below, the changes in the code are shown, keeping the already existing 
lines in grey color: 
 
Pox/pox/boot.py 
     
498           while len(argv): 
499               if argv[0].startswith("-") 
500                   pre.append(argv.pop(0)) 
501               elif argv[2]=="misc.DMPWS": 
502                   argv = argv[0:3] 
503                   break 
504               else 
505                   break 
 
 
Once both the controller and the topology are running, the user can use the CLI to 
open the hosts and send traffic as desired. 
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3.3. Load balancing 
 
For adaptive traffic engineering in Software Defined Networks (SDN), the control 
messages should be forwarded from software defined switches to the controller(s) in a 
fast and robust manner. Facing the decoupled networking architecture that SDN aims 
and provides, the timely delivery of control messages for each software defined or 
Openflow switch largely impacts the efficiency and effectiveness of SDNs. Given a limited 
computation capability of a single controller, multi-controller scenarios are more practical 
in many realistic SDN deployments. In these scenarios, the multi-controller placement 
should be well considered as it directly governs the efficacy of control message delivery. 
More specifically, this placement problem should decide the required number of 
controllers, their respective locations, and control domain assignments between switches 
and controllers. Therefore, the objective is to find the optimal controller placement for 
each switch in such a way the required controllers are minimized. 
 
3.3.1. System Model 
 
A general SDN consists of multiple Openflow enabled switches and the 
centralized SDN controllers, where each OF switch takes charge of the traffic from the 
underlaid networks, including IP data networks and cellular networks. Specially, 
whenever a new underlaid data flow is generated, the responsible OF switch sends the 
control request of route initiation to the assigned SDN controller. Once the controller 
receives the control message, it optimizes the best route to the destination OF switch, 
sets up the routing tables of the switches along the optimal path, and enables the efficient 
data transmissions.  
This SDN is modeled by a network graph G = (V, J), where V is the set of OF 
switches with total n switches and J is the set of links with total |J| links. Multi-controller 
cases are favored whenever a controller’s capability is not enough for entire network or 
multiple controllers are more cost-effective in terms of performance and infrastructure 
cost. Assuming that any controller can be placed at any location among all the OF 
switches, the set of SDN controllers is denoted as K   V with total C controllers, and the 
serving time capability of the Kth controller is modeled as an exponential distribution with 
mean time value 1/µkC,     . The control traffic of each switch i is modeled by a 
regenerative arrival process Ai with mean value σi. 
 
3.3.2. Randomiz Rounding Algorithm for Multi-Controller Placement (MCP) 
 
For the implementation of load balancing, a multi-controller placement and control 
traffic balancing for the design of traffic-driven network planning is considered, and a 
simple and efficient adaptive control mechanism is developed, which guarantees the 
optimum solution with fast re-planning of controller placements and forwarding paths over 
time-varying QoS requirements, traffic statistics, and network topology in SNDs [5].  
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The main objective is to minimize the required controllers to reduce infrastructure 
cost via an efficient placement. More specially, the controller placement over SDNs 
should determine the number of required controllers, their individual locations and the 
control domain assignments for each switch. Each switch i’s location can be a controller 
k’s locations, i.e., K   V. The following variables are defined to address the placements 
problem. {yk      } denotes the controller locations as 
 
yk =  
                                                    
                                                                                    
      
 
and the number of total controllers C becomes       . { zik,             } 
denotes the control domain assignments between switches and controllers as 
 
zik =  
                                               
                                                                        
     (5) 
 
Furthermore, to avoid the long-distance assignments for inefficient control 
message transmissions, the indicator variables { Iik,            } are introduced to 
enable the localized domain assignments. In particular, 
 
Iik =  
                              
                                             
         
 
where Distance(i,k) denotes the distance between switch i and controller k, and 
dist is the predetermined value by network operators or service providers form their 
specific concerns or requirements. From these variable definitions, yk = 1 -       
      ) and 
                                                 
 
To let each switch be assigned to a single dedicated controller, the following 
constraint is further provided as 
 
                                         
 
Moreover, to avoid the infinite delay over controllers’ incoming queues, each 
controller’s serving capability should be enough for the arrival control messages of the 
assigned switches. The following equation facilitates the workload distribution among 
controllers and eliminates the queue congestion: 
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To answer the several crucial questions on the minimum number of controllers, 
the controllers’ locations and the control domain assignment between controllers and 
switches, we address the Multi-Controller Placement (MCP) problem as follows: 
find                              
minimize                      
subject to  (7), (8), (9) 
The planning problem is formulated as a nonlinear optimization, where the 
number of controllers is an integer-valued objective. Specially, it is proved that the MCP 
is NP-complete and it is recognized that it belongs to an integer programming (IP). Then, 
an approximation algorithm via randomized rounding is proposed, to obtain feasible 
optimal solutions in at most two rounds. The algorithm used is the Randomized Rounding 
algorithm for MCP. Considering the MCP problem formulation in (10), the objective 
function is the number of required controllers in SDNs and the three constraint functions 
are all linear. Thus, this integer programming IPMCP is also linear. By relaxing variables  
             to             , we get the relaxed linear programming LPMCP. That is, it 
follows IPMCP along with                      . The solution of LPMCP provides the 
optimal solution of IPMCP. 
Given an MCP instance modeled by IPMCP, Algorithm 1 is proposed to solve such 
integer programming as follows. First, the relaxed linear programming LPMCP is solved to 
get an optimal fractional solution, denoted as         ,         . Next, the fractional 
solutions are rounded to integer values, denoted as        ,         , via a 
randomized rounding procedure. The rounding procedure consists of two steps: (i) set all 
     to zero; then, let      = 1 with probability      and execute this step for log(n) + 2 times, 
where n is the number of switches in the network. Step (ii) yields an integer solution 
(           ) where           . To ensure (           ) is a feasible solution to IPMCP, step 
(ii) is repeated until each controller has a finite queue delay and the minimum number of 
required controllers    satisfies the condition that        , where            and   is a 
constant provided in line 9 of the Algorithm 1. 
 
Algorithm 1: Randomized Rounding for MCP 
Input: MCP problem in Eq. (10) 
Output: (          ) % Optimal controller placement 
1. Solve LPMCP. Let (          be the optimum solution. 
2.                   
3. while              do 
4. |        with probability          
5. |         
6. end 
7. repeat 
8. | line 3-6 
9. until                  
        and       , where                    and 
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3.3.3. Algorithm Implementation 
 
Since the algorithm works with multiple equations as well as variables, which 
some of them must be provided by the network operator or service provider from their 
specific concerns or requirements, the first implementation of the code is made for the 
best possible case scenario. It means that the distance between switches and controllers 
is not taken into account, giving to the particular variable     a constant value of 1. Other 
than that, the code is written in python and finds a solution for the linear programming 
using PuLP library [6]. 
 
Figure 8: Load Balancing Topology before MCP 
 
The topology above contains four OF switches connected to one another. The 
worst case scenario would be to add one controller for every single switch on that 
topology as shown in Figure 8.  
 
Figure 9: Load Balancing Topology after MCPv1 
 
In the best case scenario, where the distance is not taken into account, it would 
be possible to decrease the number of controllers for the network from four to one, 
shared by all the switches, as show in Figure 9. The code implemented follows the 
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Algorithm 1, using        . The code was also implemented for a scenario where the 
user is aware of the distance between the switch and the controller and has a 
predetermined value fixed by the network operator or the service provider. In a case like 
that, the number of controllers will be a number in between the last two cases, as shown 
in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10: Load Balancing Topology after MCPv2 
 
The MCP code is implemented in TECS tool in the load balancing module. It 
allows the user to enter the desired values to calculate the number of controllers, such as 
the number of switches in the network with their respective mean value (separated by 
commas) and the controllers serving time. It also gives the user the possibility to establish 
the distance between switches and the distance value provided by the network operator, 
as shown in Figure 11. The button “Calculate” is used to start running the program while 
“Delete” removes all the values written. 
 
 
Figure 11: Resource Allocation GUI 
 
Once the user runs the code, two possible outputs when distances are not taken 
into account would be as the ones shown in Figure 12. Further results are printed, both 
on the terminal running the code and on the pop up window, when distances are being 
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fixed, as shown in Figure 13. That way the user is able to know where the controllers are 
located exactly and which switches are assigned to it. 
 
 
Figure 12: Optimal Solution for MCPv1. 
 
 
Figure 13: Optimal Solution for MCPv2 
3.4. Flow Routing 
 
As previously mentioned, scheduling is the critical but challenging resource 
allocation mechanism in general queuing networks, for both single-hop and multi-hop 
traffic flows. To counter this problem it’s been proven that for single-hop traffic flows, the 
delay-based maximum-weight scheduling along with last-in first-out (LIFO) service 
discipline (LIFO-DMWS) is demanding to guarantee the throughput optimality under 
hybrid HT and LT traffic flows so that the system can support the largest set of traffic 
rates, while guaranteeing that the queuing delay of each queue is bounded. 
Maximum weight-  scheduling policies, which make the scheduling decision 
based on the queue lengths raised to the  -th power, where   is determined by the 
burstiness or heavy tailness of the traffic flows has been investigated in this same paper. 
The promising feature of such algorithm is that it can guarantee that all LT traffic flows 
have finite average queuing delay surely, this completely shielding those flows from the 
destructive impact of TH traffic. Despite such promising feature, maximum weight-  
scheduling cannot make HT traffic flows experience unbounded expected queuing delay, 
and thus, it is not a throughput optimal scheme. 
Therefore, rather than adopting queue backlog as link weight, this chapter is 
focused on the delay-based scheduling with LIFO service discipline, and exploits the last 
packet delay metric in scheduling decisions. 
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3.4.1. System Model 
 
Consider a queuing network described by the directed graph         where   
denotes the set of nodes and   denotes the set of links. It is assumed that time is slotted 
with a unit slot length and that traffic arrivals occur at the end of each time slot. The 
model involves either single-hop or multi-hop flows, i.e., data arrives at the source node 
of an edge to be transmitted to the node at the other end of the edge or to the far-end 
destination node, where it exits the network. Let   be the number of traffic flows in the 
network. A traffic flow            consists of a discrete time stochastic arrival process 
            , a source node     , a fixed route   , and a destination node     , where 
            and              . Each arrival process takes values in the set of 
nonnegative integers, and is independent and identically distributed over time. 
Furthermore, the arrival processes associated with different traffic flows are mutually 
independent. Let               denote the rate of traffic flow and   and   
          denote its vector. 
Let the stochastic process               and    
                denote the 
number of packets and the last packet waiting time, respectively in queue   (either per-
link of per-flow queue according to the given context later) at the beginning of time slot  . 
In  particular,                      captures the queue backlogs at time  , and its 
initial state      can be an arbitrary element of   
 . Moreover, not all traffic flows can be 
served simultaneously due to interference in wireless networks or matching constrains in 
switch server. A set of flows that can be served simultaneously is called feasible 
scheduler. Let   denote the set of all feasible schedulers that is assumed to be an 
arbitrary subset of powerset of        F .              denotes the number of packets that 
are scheduled for transmission from queue   at time  . The time varying scheduling 
vector                     is determined by a scheduling policy. For simplicity, it is 
assumed that all packets have the same size and that the transmission rate along any 
link is equal to one packet per time slot. 
3.4.2. Self-Regulated LIFO-DMWS for Multi-Hop Hybrid Traffic 
 
While FIFO discipline is widely employed with the conventional LT traffic, the LIFO 
discipline is here adopted for better queuing performance with respect to hybrid HT and 
LT traffic, especially crucial in heavy-tailed environments. Informally speaking, LIFO 
discipline allows the waiting time or queuing delay to be “the same degree heavier” as the 
service time in case of HT arrival. 
As the name of LIFO-DMWS suggests, the weight of a feasible scheduler for link 
(n,b) is the sum of the last packet waiting time       
        of all queues included in it. 
Moreover, the MaxWeight policy activates a feasible scheduler with the maximum weight 
at any given time slot. Specially, under the LIFO-DMWS policy, the admissible link-rate 
scheduling vector       follows: 
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If there are multiple feasible schedulers,       will choose one of them uniformly at 
random, and the schedulers that do not have maximum weight receive no service. 
The Self-Regulated LIFO-DWMS (SR-LIFO-DMWS) is proposed as an extension 
of the LIFO-DMWS to multi-hop cases, which ensures throughput optimality for hybrid 
HT/LT traffic flows traveling via the fixed routing paths defined by arbitrary routing 
algorithms. 
 
Figure 14: Two-Stage Queue Architecture for SR-LIFO-DMWS 
 
To guarantee throughput-optimal end-to-end scheduling policy without signaling 
overheads, self-regulated design is adopted which utilizes effective local rate estimation, 
and is incorporated with the designated LIFO-DMWS to enable a fully distributed solution, 
called SR-LIFO-DMWS policy. Specifically, a two-stage queue architecture of each switch 
node is proposed, including per-flow queues and per-link queues, as shown in Figure 14. 
The idea of this two-stage queue architecture is to break each multi-hop flow into multiple 
single-hop flows, one for each link on the pre-specified route. An incoming packet is at 
first buffered at the corresponding per-flow queue, then moved to the per-link queue via 
SR-LIFO policy, and finally served by LIFO-DMWS policy to exit the node.        denotes 
the queue backlog maintained at node   for link       and   
  denotes the queue backlog 
maintained at node   for flow  . The detailed procedures of SR-LIFO-DMWS are 
presented in Algorithm 2 as follows. 
 
Algorithm 2: SR-LIFO-DMWS Policy 
LIFO-DMWS: Compute a admissible       in Eq. (5) 
Per-Link Queue with LIFO-DMWS 
1. Node   transmits            min       
                 packets to node   over link 
       
Per-Flow Queue with SR-LIFO 
2. For each flow    , node   maintains a rate estimate    
           
   
        
 
, 
where   
     denotes the number of packets deposited into queue   
  at time-slot 
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  and     is a constant to be set. 
3. At time-slot  , node   moves   
      min    
       
      packets from queue   
  to 
queue       . 
 
Note that instead of using the differences of queue backlogs as link weights in 
conventional backpressure policy or the queue backlogs of per-link queues, LIFO-DMWS 
policy uses the last packet delay(s) of per-link queues as link weights to make LIFO 
scheduling decisions. Moreover, regarding per-link queue transmission, once packets are 
transmitted by node  , they are deposited into per-flow queue at node   according to their 
belonging flows. 
 
3.4.3. Algorithm Implementation 
 
A POX SDN controller is used to implement the scheduler, acting like a switch. 
The scheduler does not install any flow in the switches which makes sure that each 
packet goes to the scheduler. To validate the analysis of SR-LIFO-DMWS policy and 
illustrate its performance merits, the linear multi-hop network topology in Figure 15 is 
considered. 
 
Figure 15: Flow Routing Topology 
 
In particular, the topology has concatenated links and three HT/LT flows. It 
consists of four OF switches with their own host. The traffic flows for the topology are 
shown in Figure 16. Except link 1, all other links have multiple flows transmitted at the 
same time, and there are 9 packets queues for such settings, i.e., 6 per-flow and 3 per-
link queues, under the two-stage architecture in Figure 14.  
 
 
Figure 16: Linear Topology with Three Flows 
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The linear topology is already provided by Mininet, using the following CLI 
command: 
sudo mn --topo linear,4 --mac --controller remote --switch ovsk 
 
The command ensures a linear topology with four hosts, setting the MAC and IP 
address to a small, unique, easy-to-read ID, using a remote controller and OF switches. 
The remote controller follows Algorithm 2 and it uses two main threads. The first thread is 
activated every time the controller receives a packet. When a packet is received it is first 
sent to the corresponding per-flow queue. After the first packet is received, the other 
thread, the scheduler, is triggered sending the specified packets to the corresponding 
per-link queue every time slot and finally sending the packets to the next hop. This thread 
is triggered every second, independently of the incoming traffic. Since in this topology 
there is more than one switch, the connection parameter has to be stored in a queue 
along with the packets, in order to build the output packet and send it to the right switch, 
otherwise the connection keeps changing every time a new packet is received at the 
controller, and by the time that packet is out that parameter has changed and it’s sent to 
the wrong switch.  
The code is implemented in the tool under the flow routing module. As in the 
previous algorithm for HT/LT traffic, it requires two instances of the tool to run both the 
topology and the remote controller used, as shown in Figure 17. After that, from the 
terminal window traffic can be generated to do simulations. 
 
 
Figure 17: Flow Routing GUI 
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3.5. Topology Update 
 
This module was already implemented in TECS tool. The module monitors the 
servers and links on a network, allowing the user to manage them, either by activating or 
deactivating links and servers or slicing the network to build multi-tenant networks. 
Further and deeper theoretical explanation of the algorithms can be found at [7]. 
 
 
Figure 18: Topology Update GUI 
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4. Results 
4.1. DMPWS for Congestion Control 
 
For the implementation of the Delay-Based Maximum-Weight algorithm we 
considered a scenario where two HT flows and three one LT flow shared a single 
scheduler. First, the performance of hybrid HT and LT traffic under a DMWS policy was 
simulated. Figure 19 shows that the large queue backlogs are introduced for LT traffic 
due to the scheduling sharing with HT flows, particularly when HT flows has great queue 
backlogs. This indicates, as further proven in [4], that under the DMWS policy with hybrid 
traffic, the LT flows has infinite average HoL delay (thus infinite average packet delay) 
and it results in the unstable network. 
 
Figure 19: LT Queue Backlog under DMWS Policy 
 
Next, the DMPWS is simulated, more specifically, assigning the queues of HT 
flows and LT flows with weights 0.5 and 2, respectively. Under such settings, the 
DMPWS policy can guarantee that LT traffic flows have bounded average queue 
backlogs and delay, which cannot be achieved by applying the DMWS policy. In 
particular, Figure 20 shows that the queue backlog for LT flows during the evolution is not 
as large as in the previous simulation. For the simulation, it is chosen Pareto and Poisson 
distributions to represent HT and LT distributions, respectively. A random variable 
            if it follows Pareto distribution with parameters α and     i.e.,        
 
  
 
  . On the other hand, a random variable            if it follows Poisson distribution 
with parameter λ, i.e.,                    
   
    where     is he floor function. 
Therefore, it is considered traffic with traffic arrival process               
 
 
  for LT 
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Figure 20: LT Queue backlog under DMPWS Policy 
 
Additionally, the average round-trip time (RTT) for both HT and LT traffic in both 
scenarios (DMWS and DMPWS) has been analyzed, as shown in Figure 21. The first two 
bars (1 and 2) correspond to LT traffic sent by H1 while the rest of them correspond to HT 
traffic sent by H2 and H3. In each block, the first bar corresponds to DMWS while the 
second one corresponds to DMPWS. As evidenced, under the DMPWS the packet delay 
for LT flows is reduced to more than half, while HT keeps the same RTT under both 
policies. 
  
 
Figure 21: RTT under DMWS and DMPWS Policies 
  
In conclusion, the promising feature of this algorithm is that it can guarantee that 
all LT traffic flows have finite average queuing delay surely, thus completely shielding 
those flows from the destructive impact of HT traffic. Despite such promising feature, the 
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DMPWS cannot make HT traffic flows experience unbounded expected queuing delay 
and thus it is not a throughput optimal scheme. Therefore, the SR-LIFO-DMWS has been 
studied. 
4.2. SR-LIFO-DMWS for Flow Routing  
 
To validate the algorithm, a linear multi-hop network topology as explained above 
was considered. The proposed SR-LIFO-DMWS conjointly works with delay-based 
scheduling, LIFO discipline and self-regulated design, supporting remarkable delay 
reduction for both HT and LT flows concurrently. These outstanding performances 
accompanied with no signaling overheard because the self-regulation design facilitates 
the practical implementation of LIFO-DMWS policy in a fully distributive manner for 
general multi-hop queuing networks with hybrid traffic flows. The performance evaluation 
validates the theoretical findings. It has been the first time that not only the destructive HT 
impact to LT flows is completely shielded, but also the queuing delay of HT traffic can be 
guaranteed simultaneously. 
 
4.3. MCP for Load Balancing 
 
The Multi-Controller Placement algorithm allows us to know how many controllers 
are needed for a certain network in both the best case scenario and the real scenario, 
allowing some constrains from the network provider. With this algorithm it is proven that, 
although we cannot reach an optimal solution for all the scenarios, for the majority of 
them we can reduce the number of controllers we would use as default. Performance 
evaluation in [3] confirms that the proposed control mechanism successfully 
demonstrates communication efficiency with at least 80% delay reduction and 80% 
throughput gain for in-band control traffic, based on the minimum required controllers, via 
a fast and low complexity approach.   
As show in Figure 13, for a network of three switches and specific provider’s 
requirements, it can be established, using the MCP algorithm, that only one controller is 
necessary, locating the controller at    meaning the controller’s location is the same as 
switch 2.  Therefore, switch 1, 2 and 3 are assigned to that controller (           ). 
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5. Budget 
The object of the thesis is not a prototype therefore it doesn’t require the purchase 
or setting-up of any piece. All the software used for the development of the tool are open 
thus there’s no license for any of them. Nevertheless, it has been necessary some 
personnel in order to build the tool, specifically two engineers. One of them has been 
working for six months, five days a week, with a total of 600 hours. The other one has 
been working for eight months, five days a week, with a total of 800 hours. Therefore, the 
total number of hours put in the tool development has been of 1400. If we evaluate these 
hours of work at a junior software engineer salary, choosing an approximation of the 
lower amount given at [8] for a network engineer at The United States of America, which 
is $39000/year, and calculate than within a year, a full-time employee works for 2080 
hours (40 hours a week x 52 weeks a year), it gives as an amount of $18.75/hour. As a 
result, the budget for this project should have been of 1400x18.75 = $26.250. 
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6. Conclusions and future development  
The objective of this project was to develop a new Traffic Engineering 
management tool called TECS-SENNA with the intent of achieving efficient and practical 
network management for the Software Defined Networks. The tool aims to improve the 
overall performance including throughput, latency, stability, and load balancing. This 
ensures both strengthening of the networks by exploiting the global status and centralized 
control, and more efficient large-scale facilitation of new service deployments. To do so, 
several algorithms were studied to achieve throughput optimality through load balancing, 
flow routing and congestion control, then those algorithms where theoretically proven and 
finally coded and implemented in the tool.  
The thesis is composed of six chapters, each of them dealing with different 
aspects of the project development. Chapter one is introductory and defines the state of 
purpose, the requirements and the specifications of the project. Chapter two defines the 
state of the art, giving an explanation of the background and key concepts for a better 
understanding of the work developed. The chapter is divided in three parts, going from 
most general key concepts to more specific ones. In chapter three the main idea of the 
project and the development are explained. It consists of five main parts, every one of 
each dedicated to the explanation of the different modules of the tool, their 
implementation and their functionality. Chapter four shows the results of the different 
experiments and chapter five gives an approximation of the budget for this project. 
Conclusions are drawn in chapter six. 
Given that the tool is not finished or aimed to be concluded for another year, 
future development must be done. The majority of the components have been already 
implemented and the main code for the GUI it’s done, therefore the finished product 
should be completed as scheduled. The parts that demand more work are the resource 
allocation, failure recovery and admission control, whereas topology update, load 
balancing, congestion control and flow routing are done. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Mininet 
Mininet creates a realistic virtual network, running real kernel, switches and 
application code, on a single machine (VM, cloud or native), in seconds, with a single 
command: 
 
 
Because you can easily interact with your network using the Mininet CLI (and API) 
customize it, share it with others, or deploy it on real hardware, Mininet is useful for 
development, teaching and research. 
Mininet is also a great way to develop, share, and experiment with OpenFlow and 
Software-Defined Networking systems. Mininet is actively developed and supported, and 
is released under a permissive BSD Open Source license[1]. 
 
Appendix B: OpenFlow 
OpenFlow is the first standard communications interface defined between the 
control and forwarding layers of an SDN architecture. OpenFlow allows direct access to 
and manipulation of the forwarding plane of network devices such as switches and 
routers, both physical and virtual (hypervisor-based). 
OpenFlow-based SDN technologies enable IT to address the high-bandwidth, 
dynamic nature of today’s applications, adapts the network to ever-changing business 
needs, and significantly reduces operations and management complexity [2]. 
 
Appendix C: POX 
 POX[3] is a platform for the rapid development and prototyping of network control 
software using Python.  Meaning, at a very basic level, it’s one of a growing number of 
frameworks (including NOX, Floodlight, Trema, etc., etc.) for helping you write an 
OpenFlow controller. 
POX also goes beyond this.  As well as being a framework for interacting with 
OpenFlow switches, it is used as the basis for some of our ongoing work to help build the 
emerging discipline of Software Defined Networking.  It is used to explore and prototype 
distribution, SDN debugging, network virtualization, controller design, and programming 
models.  The ultimate goal is to develop an archetypal, modern SDN controller. 
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Glossary 
API  Application Programming Interface 
ATM   Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
BWN  Broadband Wireless Networking 
CLI  Command Line Interface 
DMWS Delay-Based MaxWeigth Scheduling 
DMPWS Delay-Based Maximum Power Weight Scheduling 
FCFS   First Come First Served 
FIFO  First In First Out 
GUI  Graphical User Interface 
HoL   Head of Line 
HT   Heavy Tailed 
HTTP   Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
ID  Identification 
IP   Internet Protocol/Integer Programming 
LIFO  Last In First Out 
LP  Linear Programming 
LT   Light Tailed 
MAC  Media Access Control 
MCP   Multi-Controller Placement 
MPLS   Multiprotocol Label Switching 
MWM  Maximum Weight Matching 
OF   OpenFlow 
QoS   Quality of Service 
RAP  Research Application Program 
RTT  Round Trip Time 
SDN   Software Defined Networking 
SR  Self-Regulated 
TE   Traffic Engineering 
TECS   Traffic Engineering Control System 
WLAN  Wireless Local Area Network 
 
